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FREEBIES
The Secretary has a number of
copies of a reprint of a broadside
issued in the 1840's by jc*n J.
Bowles,a planemaker of Main Street,
Hartford, Conn.
There are also copies of a drawing of a spill plane and its parts
made by Paul Kebabian. Although not
a working drawing, it is detailed
enough to serve as a design basis
should you wish to recreate one of
these hard to find special purpose
planes.
As long as they last, the Secretary will be glad to supply one or
both to any member who will send
him a self addressed, starmed. business size envelope. Please state
your preference.

DUES
Annual dues become payable with
this issue. If you have not already paid for 1978, please send
your $5.00 to the Treasurer. His
address appears on the Masthead.
Please make your checks payable to
the British-American Rhykenological
Society or to B-ARS. No billings
will be made.
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EAIA MEETING
B-ARS will conduct a sialminar on
Wooden Planes and Planemakers before 1825 at the EAIA meeting in
Albany, May 25, 26, and 27. A
panel has been recruited which will
discuss and answer questions on the
subject. Among other topics, features characteristic of early planes
will be outlined for the benefit of
those who want to learn to recognize these desirable collectibles.
We hope to display and record
as many examples of early planes
as possible. If you are an EAIA
member and are attending the meeting please bring as many of your
pre-1825 planes as possible. Not
only will this help to provide interesting displays but it will allow comparisons of features, including label varieties of long
term makers that may permit closer
dating of particular planes.
Planes which may be early but of
which you are not sure should be
brought for examination by the
panel.
Please tag any plane which you
bring, not only to identify ownership, but also to provide space on
which comments may be written .

THE LITTLE VICTOR.
1879

No. ao. 34 Moho* In leiortlt, 1 loch Cotter, complete
'
Afljnatment. Japanned,
•
•
•
No. 30%. 3Y1 intim In tomcat. 1 Inch Cutter complete
Adjustment full :licks! Plated.
•
•
:to. 51. 3% IliC1201. In length, 1 loth Cutter, Screw Yam.
tenni, Japasoad,
•
•
N.. 514- 34 inelle, In length. I inch Cattar, Same
Pureeing, full 211akel Plated.
Post Paid.

DONORS
A number of members have made contributions to the Bulletin publication fund above the amount of
their annual dues. There have been
other kinds of assistance as well.
For all of these the Society is
grateful. We will not publish an
honor roll knowing that the donors
probably prefer anonymity to the
use of Bulletin space for non Rhykenological matters. Their names
have, however, been permanently
recorded by the Secretary.

A PRIMITIVE MOULDING PLANE - David Perch
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NOTES & QUERIES

P.A.LANAUZE/NEW ORLEANS, a double decked label
in sawtooth borders is noted on a full boxed
moving sash plane by John De Marchi.

At a recent meeting of the Early Trades & Crafts
Society, Carlton Davidson displayed a foreplane marked MIGUEL CABOT/RIVADAVIA 2085/BUENOS
AIRES (incised). The stock which is narrow
and of a hard, heavy dark red.,trown tropical
wood is of the proportions ordinarily associated with ship and boat builders' planes.
The tote is of a light golden wood flecked with
an open grain of short irregular streaks that
look much like the dots and dashes of Morse
code. The iron and wedge are replacements.
This is the second Buenos Aires plane noted at
an ETC meeting. The first bore a different
name which was unfortunately not recorded.
CABOT may have been either a maker or a dealer
but the woods used point to possible local
manufacture.

Alan Bates writes to fill us in on European
plane iron makers. He notes 17 different labels
which appear on the irons of the 53 planes found
in the Belgian cabinet maker's tool chest on
which he wrote an article published in EAIA's
December 1976 Chronicle.
Theyare:
J.Delecluse/Bruxelles
B.S.I.A.
Somborn
Soc. Ind./J.Acier Bergue
F.G.Erbschlof Fils Kleuser
Mutz G Frances
Peugeot & Cie
Sanderson Bros.
Peugeot Freres
& Co.
Gadenberg
W. Picard
:miOn Berg/
J.Daems-Vigneron
Eskilstuna Sweden
F.Wilhelm Durnolg(?)
Albert Bertram

The speculation by P.D. (II-1) that I. CARPENTER/LANCASTER/PA. was probably John E. Carpenter who appeared in Lancaster directories in
the 1850's and 60's is stregtheaed by the reproduction in 11-2 of an I.Carpenter patent
paper dated Aug. 25, 1868 and bearing a handwritten name which looks remarkably like J.
Carpenter.

'F. Pick
None of the planes are marked with maker's
names and Alan poses the question: Were the iron
makers also the planemakers? PEUGOT has been
observed as a label on wooden planes. Has anyone observed any of the other labels on plane
stocks?

Was the JOHN F. TABER of CLARION, OHIO, who in
1884 patented a bench plane with William F.
Gibbs, a connection of John M. Taber of New
Bedford, Mass., and the other Tabers whose
plane making activities have been noted?

Carl Bopp reports that Bud Brown ownes an I.CARPENTER plane marked READIRU7TT-It has the Aug.
25, 1868 patent date.

Re the report in 17.-1 of a Madox plane with
crowned initials, Bill Goodman points out that
crown marks exist on planes of Okines and Small '
of London and date in the 1740-60 time frame.
As we understand it, these stamps are more like
the crown stampings appearing on Dutch planes
than they are like the crowns or crowned initial marks appearing on Wetherell, Grant and
other planes observed in the U.S.
Laurent Torno has provided a very interesting
clue to the origin of the decorated Dutch-type
planes carved with a vine and leaf pattern, of
which several have been noted in American collections. He tells us that a friend,Paul MacAlister saw planes being carved with this motif
during a visit to the Brussels Worlds Fair in
1957. Whether the pattern originated at the fair
or was a reproduction of some earlier decoration
is not known.
An early addition to the B-ABS list of unrecorded makers was J.CREHORE. Roger Smith now reports i
the finding of a similar label out with a differ- 1
ent first initial, B CREHORE. The plane is a 10"
birch ogee. While the style of the embossed
lettering is very similar there are differences
that seem to indicate the stamps were not cut
at the same time.

From Bob Ochenas comes word of two moulders with
unrecorded marks. One has a two decker, sawtooth border embossed A.R.& G.H. MILLER/ 55
STATE ST. CHICAGO. Is this a maker or a hardware dealer? The other's mark is C.R. & W.
incised with a straight incised border. This
sounds like a railroad and might be the mark
of an institutional owner but the plane also
bears the stamp J.Hoffmann whom Bob believes to
be an owner, so perhaps C.R. & W. were makers
or dealers. Does anyone have information on
either of these labels.
Jack Kebabian owns a jackplane marked F.H.STAPLES
stamped in an arc and occupying the maker/dealer
location. The plane's iron is labelled HANCOCK
TOOL CO.
Apropos of the query about WEISS/VIENNA in
li-1, Bill Goodman reminds us that a page of
Weiss planes are illustrated on P.37 of J.M.
Greber's Die Geschicte Des Hobe's. These are
said to be of 1861.
Bill Goodman comments, relative to Dan Thomas'
report of J WILSON,that he has six single L
Wilsons in his file but no J. Wilson. He has
recorded six examples of the WILLSON mark. It
would appear that J. Wilson, if a planemaker, is
not yet identified as to origin.
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Bob Seifert
_

Bob Graham points out a strong relationship between L. LITTLE and T.TILESTON based on their
use of the same stamp to mark their planes
BOSTON. It should be noted that Anne and Don
of
Wing told your editor about the correspondence
Little and Tileston stamps more than three
years ago but that he was too dull to record
it in the Bulletin until now. At the same
time the Wings also noted the striking similarity between the planes of Little, Tileston and
Sleeper.
BARTON BALLOU is mentioned in the account
book of TRUMAN NUTTING. It is not at all clear
that he has anything to do with planemaking and
there is nothing but his surname to suggest a
possible connection with Jon Ballou of R.I.
The question has been several times raised as
to why some New England planemakers switched
from the use of birch to beech early in the
19th C. An interesting sidelight is furnished
by Bob Graham's acquisition of a pair of Wetherell planes, matching hollow and round both
a shade over 9 3/4", both similar in style,
double crown markings/ and size,but one birch,
the other beech. The wedges which are slightly
relieved at the rear of the finial are also of
birch and beech but the beech wedge fits only
the birch plane and vice versa. Based on the
supposition that birch planes were not made in
England Bob offers this as further evidence
that the double crown markings did not always
indicate imports from England.
Dan Semel
which are
strips in
The other
this is a

has observed two Philadelphia planes
supplied with 14" to 2" ebony wear
the sole. One is a W BROOKS/PHILA.
an A WHEATON/PHILA. Dan wonders if
Philadelphia characteristic.

Roger Smith has reported the label P. /ONES/MEDWAY/LIVING IN, a 3/4" birch skew rabbet, 9 13/16"
long. The three decker, embossed marks are
stamped in the order given. The label raises an
unusual question. In British Planemakers, Bill
Goodman listed the label I. ZONES/MEDWAY. This
is quite natural because there is a river, Medway in England and perhaps a locality of the
same name. There is also a Medway in Massachusetts about 25 miles southwest of Boston, another in Maine, and several more both in the
U.S. and Canada. If I. Jones and P. Jones are
connections and if P. Jones "Living In" label '
indicates a New England location, then it is to
be wondered how the I Jones plane came to be reported in England. On the other hand, if the
Joneses were Englishmen, did they bring both the
name Medway and the labeling convention to Massachusetts? While your editor thinks the second
possibility the least likely he would like to
hear from owners of Medway planes on either side
of the Atlantic.
characteristics and
A hollow plane with 18th C
by Can Semel.
the name HOWEL has been acquired

:C
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Both Seth Burchard and Bill Goodmcn have confirmed the fact that the incomplete adress reported for Moseley in. 11-2 did indeed represent
Covent Garden. Bill points out that the King
and Bedford St. address is known (infect, it
is listed in British Planemakers - ed) but that
this is the first time the streets, which corner on each other, have appeared in the same
stamp.
Listed in J.B.Bittner's Auction Catalog #2 are:
ADAM HOPE & CO on a pair of 3/4" tongue and
groove planes.
D.AMSDEN/LEBANON,N.H. on a complex moulding
plane.
E.BUTLER on a 3/8" beading plane
M.SWEET. Pittsfield planemaker Moses Sweet
is nctunknown but the plane listed is marked
witn an £826 date. This jibes with the 18201843 working dates given for Sweet in the EAIA
Chronicle, July 1975.
MAJOR JANOS/BUDAPEST on a plough plane.
JOHN HAZEY in a two decker, sawtooth embossed
label on a 9 3/8" moulder is reported by Dan
Semel. While this planemaker, who is believed
to be a Londoner, is reported by Bill Goodman
in his supplementary list published by Arnold
& Walker, this is the first instance of a
Hazey plane recorded in the U.S.
Randy Lunn has observed the following labels:
S. HOLBECK, 14" Ogee, embossed in a straight
sided rectangle, iron marked BROOKS, 18th
C. appearance.
M:LEIBY 3/4" Torus bead, embossed in a sawtooth border, 10" long, 3 3/8" tall, NEWBOULD iron, 18 C. appearance.
R.KNOX, 4" Round, 94", 18 C appearance.
I.LORD/WATERTOWN gutter plane, 154" long,
diamond shaped start. William Ash & Co
iron (confirms previous reports)
I.HOLMES, 14" Round, embossed in a sawtooth
border, 9 3/4" long, 18th C. appearance.
A.FROST 1 3/4" Round, incised, 10" long
18th C. appearance.
(see
Dan Thomas reported (II-3) an I.HOLMES
Lunn entry). The mark is embossed in a sawtooth border on a sash plane 9 13/16" long and
3 3/16" high. He believes the styling is 18 C.
Little is known about JAMES F. and GEORGE M.
LINDSEY except that they appear as plane manufacturers in Huntington apparently after the
death of Melvin Copeland. Fron the Cummington,
Mass. Vital Records, Bill Streeter has extracted the information that James was born in 1832
in Worthington, Mass., and was married on June
30, 1867 to Emily C. Robinson, 24, of Cummington who was born in New Bedford. Emily's
father was named William. It may be tie merest
coincidence that he removed from one planemaking
village to another planemaking village and that
his daughter married a planemaker from a third
planemaking village who was born in still a
fourth planemaking village.

A.

Owned by Charles Jacob

B.

Owned by Kenneth Roberts

C.

Owned by Bob Graham

Height of Letters

A

&
C

Length of All

L

3/32"
2"
/
91

Dick Hail writes about W.J. HEUISLER reported in
He now believes Heuisler may have been
an owner rather than a maker. He has located
a Charles C. HEUISLER who was a carpenter and
builder and is listed in Baltimore directories
from 1847 to 1888. Charles Heuisler's son was
William J. who appears first in 1864 directories.
This does not explain why no planemeker's name
appears on the planes first noted, Dick points
out.
The first example or the 1849 patent of EMANUEL
W.CARPENTER/LANCASTER ever seen by your editor
was exhibited by Ray Strom at a recent Early
Trades & Crafts Society meeting. Except that
the plane is a handled smooth, it closely resembles the patent drawing. The purpose of the
patented improvement is to regulate the throat
and adjust the plane iron. Its main feature is
a wedge behind the plane iron which is retained
against the stock by a screw and washer. The
square washer rides in a slot in the wedge which
can be moved downward to more completely fill the
throat by loosening the screw. When the desired
adjustment is attained the screw is tightened
and the wedge serves as the bed of the iron. _
The fore end of the plane has been hammered
so that the original markings are obscured and
it is impossible to tell if it is of Carpenter's
awn manufacture but it is otherwise in fine
condition. The iron and cap iron, very likely.
originals, are by Butcher.
Carlton Davidson tells about an unusual plane
he has acquired. Bearing an imperfect mark
which appears to be that of J.RELLOGG/AMHERST
the plane has a second mark centered on its
fore end which consists of an impressed circle
about 3/8" in diameter which contains a representation of a flint lock pistol crossed by a
cutlass or sabre. Around the circle is a ring
of 17 triangular indentations. Diameter of
the ring is about 9/16".
The plane has a fence sliding on square stems
like a plough but its sole is shaped to a 900
angle. The iron, apparently original, is stamped WARRANTED CAST STEEL but no maker's name
appears. The stems are retained in position by
screws through the top of the stock. One of
these screws is wood, the other appears to be
whale bone.
Roaer Smith's recent list contains a number of
interesting, previously unrecorded names.
M.BARR & CO/NASHUA, 2 3/4" by 7 7/8" smooth
plane.
J.WOODS (Not the J.WOOD OF W/G's list), late
18th or early 19 C, heavy chant:1ring and re7
lieved wedge, James Cam iron, two examples noted.
JOHN • FAULRNER, 1 13/16" skew rabbet,
10 5/8" long, appears English 18 C.
J.HARTWELL, 7/8" hollow, appears to be
C 1860-70.
Roger also reports boxed initials on three
planes of early appearance, J.M., J.B., S.H.
Ken Roberts reports N. LITTLE in a zig zag border. Your editor asks to be pardoned for the
notion that the occurrence of Littles and
Smalls among the planemakers suggests that there
were elves at Work in the trade.

A complex moulder owned by Jack Gorlin which
is apparently professionally made though it
bears no label exhibits a very unusual feature.
The wooden block from which the planes was
made is not a single piece as is usual but was
assembled from two pieces which are joined on
a long diagnoal. The glued joint is reinforced
by two splines or feathers. Although the joint
has separated it was beautifully made and very
accurately fitted. The planes has no iron.
Its wedge is of an uncommon shape which may
give some hint to its place of manufacture.
Ranov Lunn says there is no question that there
was an actual SIMEON DE FOREST (Billington
Query - II-2) for he has a plane sncised with
the mark SIMEON DE FOREST/ BIRMINGHAM.
A Philadelphia firm not previously listed is
represented by the label SPAYD & BELL/PHILADA
in a two deck arrangement of sawtooth borders rereported by Bob Ochenas. At either end of the
lower element of the label is a stylized leaf
or flower design. Bob notes a- J.Spayd in Philadelphia in 1860 and a J. Bell in 1829-51. Bell's
first name was John.
Another Spayd who name was also John worked
as a carpenter in Philadelphia in 1818. In 1853
Samuel H. Bibighaus called himself "Successor to
John Bell". The label therefore presents a
puzzle. If Bell is John Bell then the Spayd is
either not the Spayd of 1860 Or earlier records
do not reflect his activity. If, on the other
hand Spayd is the 1818 carpenter, then either
his later activity is not noted or Bell operated
earlier than 1829. It may be that the labelers
Spayd and Bell are related to J Spayd and J.
Bell but are not the same men. Herein lies an
interesting area for further research.
Dick Hail reports that in investigating the various appearances of the name SCHROEDER among
Baltimore planemakers he has found directory
entries of Richard Schroeder in 1860 and 1859,
Robert Schroeder in 1860 and Joseph Schroeder,
as a partner in the Baltimore Tool Works, in 1890.
No solid connection between these three names
was discovered.
Bill Curtis writes about a group of labels from
his collection that represent hither-to unrecorded makers or locations:
R.J.COLLINS/ROCHESTER. Incised on a set of
tongue and groove planes marked 8/8. Collins
has been noted with a Utica address but this
is perhaps the first sighting of Rochester
for this maker.
E.D.MILLIREN/ITHACA/N.Y. Embossed in a
zig-zag border on a pair of hollow and round
marked 24.
.
STALL. Embossed in a zig-zag border on a
coping bevel, apparently modified from another
type of plane, perhaps a rabbet. It has deep
chamfers and a slightly relieved wedge the
shape of whose finial is something between half
oval and half round. The plane is 91
/
2" long.
See sketch below.
Stall is probably JOHN STALL/PHILA. who appears
in directories there in 1800 and 1801.

STALL PLANE DETAILS

N.B. 7/8" wide
at A, 3/4" wide
at B.

Bill Curtis
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SI'S calls attention to an early plane with an
offset tote and an American appearance that
bears the embossed, sawtooth bordered mark
A S. He remarks that specimens of the mark of
the English Ames he has seen were much smaller.

Bob Cameron reports a label reading COMP. of
ARTISTS/WARRANTED. It is on a plane of modern appearance, 91
/
2 " long with an iron marked
G.W. SOYLO .

Inspired by Carl Boom's note on Lignum Vitae
"boxing", Bob Graham has found the practice
followed in planes among his collection by the
following. Thexinclude four from the Philadelphia area, a New Englander, and two whose location are not known.
Boston
L.Little
L.Pearson a
Philad
J.W.Massey T Goldsmith J.Colton
M.Norton
Camden,
DJtH

A little booklet called Let's Collect Old
Woodworkina Tools, published in England and
composed of text and photographs by Dudley A .
Layton has been acquired for American distribution by Anne and Don Wing, Front St., Marion,
Mass, 02738. Illustrated with 54 excellent
photographs of tools, mostly in color, L.C.O.W.T
is a feast for the eyes. Although intended
for the would-be collector, there is plenty of
interest in both text and illustrations for
collectors of all stages of advancement. For
rhykenologists there are more than 30 very
handsome plane phtographs including several of
infrequently seen varieties. The book is priced
at $4.00.

John Jubv sends a list of planes which do not
appear in earlier reports:
W.PAGE
W.BOON
S.SEAVEY
I.WEBB 18th C? (compare J. Webb, Pittsfield, Mass. J&W Webb,
Pittsfield: J&W Webb, N.Y.:
W.Webb, Cinci.)
D.AMSDEN/LEBANON, N.H.
T.B.GOVE
He also notes the following initials-only marks:
A - P
B - F (two examples)
E . C
Bob Ochenas reports an embossed label DAVIS in
a sawtooth border without initials. He has
also recorded a two deck label of straight sided
rectangles which reads USON & CO/HAMILTON.
That's right,not UPSON but USON.
A small hoard of five planes discovered by
Harold Fountain bear the label G. COOPER/IN :
ROBSON. Examples are now owned by Harold, Bob
Seifert and Elliot Savward. The planes are 91"
long and have flat chamfers and oval wedge finials. One is equipped with a Newbould iron.
The name and place marks are both embossed in
sawtooth rectangles but the letters of G.COOPER
are fractionally smaller than those of IN:ROBSON:
The planes were collected in the Eastern U.S.
but the only Robson to be found in American
gazeteers is in Louisiana. The labels echo
those found in southeastern Massachusetts and
Rhode Island near the end of the 18t:1 C which
contained the phrase, "Living In" or simply
the preposition, "/n" before the name of the
maker's town. Perhaps Robson was a location
in this area which underwent a name change.

From Bill Streeter comes an interesting bit of
oral history: "I had a recent visit with an
old timer who ran a sawmill operation at the turn
of the century, Olin Whipple of Heath, Mass. He
told me that his father had worked in a shop in
Union, Conn. making wood planes about 1880 or
1890. About 1918 his father showed Olin the
shop which was then falling in. He pointed out
that none of the shingles were rotted. The
reason for this, he said, was that the day they
put these shingles on in the 1880's, they had
been soaked in a lime and salt solution in the
plane factory. It was a solution used to soak
the wood planes in before manufacturing them.
His father stated that it kept them from checking. Has anyone ever heard of this procedure
being used in wooden plane manufacturing? If
so, what was the proportion of lime to salt and
water? How long were the wooden planes soaked
in the solution? Has anyone ever seen lime or
salt listed in planemakers'inventories?" This
sounds as if it might have been the Upson Nut
Company at Unionville. - ed.
In their September broadside Anne and Dcn Wine
list a J.TABER. (In I - 4 a moulder of antique
appearance with a relieved wedge also marked
J. Taber was noted by Bob Seifert.) The Wings
question whether the J Taber mark may not be
an early stamp of John Marshall Taber to whom
they assign a threshhold date of c.1820.
The Secretary has managed to persuade Dan Semel
to part with a 9 15/16" round marked A.W.
MAYHEW in a sawtooth border. The wedge is
rounded and relieved in the fashion of those
noted in S.E. Mass. and R.I. The chamfers are
flat but narrow.

'
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A Dutch fenced rabbet

Jim Aber

Roger Smith notes a number of unrecorded makers.
N.CURTIS/BOSTON 11
/
4" round plane. Nathaniel
Curtis worked in Boston 1816-1822.
L.H.CRANE - 1 3/8" hollow plane, 9 9/16"
long, early appearance.
J.Y.F.DURGIN
,plow—sliZing stems, brass
skate and stem tips.
I LYNHAM, match plane, 9 3/16" long, birch
early 19C appearance.
S.SAWYER, jarvis, double iron marked W.
HOVEY. Hovey was a plane iron maker in Boston
in 1829-33.

A number of correspondents have mentioned A C
BOLETT"S CHIC PLANES. Fred Bair points out
t-at piane irons appear marxec A.C.BARTLETTS/
wARRANTED/CAST STEEL. He notes that at least
some of the Bartlett output was atypical and
cites a 16" side handled dado, 11
/
2" wide, number
149.

Except or the words OHIO PLANES on Bartlett's
label there has been no published evi nce to
suggest that he actually worked in Ohio. The
reason for the phrase is obscure. Unless it
were to suggest a relationship or a similarity
Another list from Roger Smith includes the
to the products of the Ohio Tool Co., it is
following:
hard to conjecture a significance. It certainly
B.FARLEY, incised on a 1 3/8" skew rabbet,
does not function as an address unless the Post
10 9/10" long, birch. The name also appears on
Office in Bartlett's day were willing to deliver
cooper's planes but this example appears earlier.;
mail addressed only, A C Bartlett, Ohio. If we
The maker is believed to be one of several gem._ knew Bartlett had also made planes in New York
erations of Benjamin Farleys in the Hollis, N.H.
or Pennsylvania we might infer that Ohio was
area.
meant to discriminate a new and improved product.
A:HIDE, embossed on a 7/8" birch rabbet,
Such a speculation is not supported by any fact
105/8" long.
your editor has been able to ascertain. Were
S.FALES, embossed on a 7/8" birch hollow,
Ohio to be a hallmark of quality as London or
9 13/16" long.
Paris or New York have been in other connections,
F.CABOT,embossed on a beech round of early
the label might suggest a top of the line pro19 C appearance owned by Russell Bigelow
duct but we are aware of no such usage. Our
Winchester, :N.Y.
best guess is that the label was either a second
A.CRAM. embossed on a beech hollow of 19 C
line for some well known firm, perhaps one locaappearance owned by Charles Levisone, Hanson,
ted in Ohio,or was a housebrand for a hardware
Mass.
distributor. We invite comment on the question.
We have heard from England that the galley proofs
of Bill Goodman's expanded and revised edition
of British Planemakers are being checked and the
hoped for issue date is about next Easter.
Word comes from the Publications Committee of
EAIA that they hope to secure quantities for
sale to their membership and we will explore the
possibility that an arrangement can be made to
offer this important book to B-ARS members at
the same price advantage EAIA expects from a
wholesale purchase.

Because of the unusual, personal nature of this
request from Richard De Avila we are running
. it in these columns despite our policy of not
printing want lists.
"My Great Grandfather was a cabinet maker
and finished his apprenticeship in Germany in
1850. He came to the U.S. in the late 19th C
(Boston). His tools were disposed of (sold or
given away) by an Uncle since deceased. I
have in my possession his tool chest that he
made as an apprentice and one Stanley wood
bottom jack plane with his stamp.
J.A.GEBHARDT
I am interested in hearing from any members
having any tools with that stamp. I would like
to buy or trade for these tools.

Dan Semel is readying an article on Thos. Grant,
whose name appears on planes of 18th Century
appearance found in a number of American col-'
lections. Dan has located many records of the
Grant family in N.Y.C. and has identified four
generations of Thos. Grants. For his on-going
study of the Grants and of Grant planes, Dan
asks that everyone who awns planes stamped by
this rare labeler supply him with rubbings of
markings and short descriptions of the dimen-!
sions and features of the planes on which they
appear.
Marks in addition to the Grant label,
includiDg those of owners, will be of special
interes,.
Dan's article and his continuing work on
Grant will make all Grant planes more signifivaluable.
cant and important and probably more
owner
It is therefore, in the interest of every
assistance.
and collector to provide the requested

..
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A. STEAD appears on a 10" beech moulder of early
appearance owned by Alan Bates. The mark is
embossed with large letters in a sawtooth
border.
MADE B R.A.LANCEY is the label incised on a
cooper's plane reported by Roaer Smith. Roger
has seen several such planes with the Lancey
label.
A jointer of birch observed by Roger Smith
bears the large, embossed stamp A.HILL.
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AN OPEN TRIANGULAR PLANE
by David A. Spang

THIS PIECE.

THIS BOWING WOULD PLACE THE BLADE UNDER TENSION

IT IS NOT VERY OFTEN THAT ONE FINDS A PLANE DESIGN WHICH
HAS AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT CONCEPT AND CONFIGURATION FROM THAT

WHICH ADDS FURTHER TO ITS STRENGTH.

KNOWN TO EXIST IN THE TRADITIONAL EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN DESIGNS.
A SKETCH OF THIS PLANE WAS TAKEN FROM "CRAFTSMEN OF NECESSITY",

WOULD PROVIDE A SMOOTHER CUT.

WILLIAMS 1974 RANDOM HOUSE, INC., NEW YORK, N. Y. THE AUTHOR
STATES THAT THIS PLANE WAS BEING USED BY A HANDLE MAKER IN SYRIA..
THE MORE I LOOKED AT THIS PLANE THE MORE I BECAME INTRIGUED

ALL FORCE FOR RETAINING THE CUTTING IRON AT THE DESIRED POSITION.

A CUTTING IRON UNDER TENSION

IS LESS LIKELY TO CHATTER OR BEND DURING THE CUTTING ACTION.

THIS

THE SECOND PIECE OF WOOD IS A TRUE WEDGE AND PROVIDES THE OVER—
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THIS WEDGE IS OF SIMPLE DESIGN AND DOES NOT
REQUIRE ANY MATCHING TAPER AS IS NEEDED IN THE TRADITIONAL THROAT

BY ITS SIMPLICITY WHICH IS BASED UPON SOUND MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES.
THE ISOSCELES TRIANGLE WHICH THIS DESIGN APPROACHES IS STRUCTURALLY
VERY STRONG. NOTING THE THICKNESS OF IRON IN THE SKETCH I WOULD

DESIGN.

EXPECT THAT FLEXURE WOULD NOT OCCUR DURING THE PROCESS OF PLANING.
THIS PARTICULAR PLANE HAS ADDITIONAL STRENGTH AT THE LOWER CORNER

APPEAR TO PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL SUPPORT TO THE BLADE. ONE ADVAN—

ANGLES RESULTING FROM THE PROCESS OF FORMING THE HOLLOW ON THE
PLANE SOLE THROUGH THE CORNER BENDS.
THE TRIANGULAR SHAPE OF THE PLANE LEADS TO A NATURAL HANDLE
OR GRIPPING AREA FROM WHICH VERY ACCURATE CONTROL AND GREAT PRESSURE
MAY BE APPLIED TO THE CUTTING SURFACE. (SEE MY RECENT ARTICLE IN

THE PIECE OF WOOD UNDER THE CUTTER IS BEING UTILIZED AS A BEAR—
ING SURFACE FOR THE BLADE AS WELL AS A FILLER OR SPACER.
TAGE OF THIS TYPE OF DESIGN BECOMES READILY APPARENT.

IT DOESN'T

BY VARYING THE

THICKNESS OF THIS SPACER THE ANGLE OF THE CUTTER CAN BE CHANGED RAPID—
LY TO ACCOMMODATE DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF WOOD.
THIS PLANE DESIGN OVERCOMES TWO MAJOR PROBLEMS OF THE TRADI—
TIONAL WOODEN PLANE.

THE FIRST,MOST OBVIOUS,ONE IS THE WEARING

AWAY OF THE PLANE SOLE WHICH HAS BEEN ELIMINATED BY USING AN IRON

BARS VOL. 11 — 1) THE INCLINATION OF THE HANDLE WOULD MAKE THE PLANE
QUITE CONFORTABLE TO USE. THE OPEN TRIANGULAR DESIGN ALLOWS THE

SOLE.

THIS OPEN DESIGN ELIMINATES A SECOND PROBLEM OF THROAT CLOG—

GING.

IF THE THROAT OF THIS PLANE BECOMES CLOGGED IT IS A SIMPLE

OPERATOR TO ENCIRCLE THE GRIPPING AREA WITH HIS FINGERS AS HE WOULD
A TOTE OR SAW HANDLE. THE WEDGES AND BLADE PROVIDE A CONFORTABLE
REST FOR THE THUMB WHICH WOULD ALSO AID IN GUIDING AND CONTROLLING

MATTER TO BRUSH AWAY THE SHAVINGS TO CLEAR THE THROAT.

THE PLANE.

NECESSARY.

THE FORWARD PORFION OF THE TRIANGLE FORMS A NATURAL BEARING
SURFACE FOR THE TOP WOODEN PIECE WHICH, BY ITS SHAPE, IS DESIGNED TO
APPLY DOWNWARD PRESSURE TO THE CUTTING IRON. ALTHOUGH IT IS DIFFI—

CLOSE TOLERANCES ON TAPER AND THICKNESS ARE INVOLVED.

CULT TO DETERMINE FROM THE PICTURE IT APPEARS THAT THE CUTfING IRON
IS SLIGHTLY BOWED DOWNWARD CAUSED BY THE DIRECTION OF PRESSURE FROM

TO MAKE THIS PLANE ONLY THE SPECIALIZED SKILLS OF THE LOCAL
BLACKSMITH ARE REQUIRED, NO STABILIZED OR AGED HARD WOOD IS
THE FIT OF THE BLADE TO THE PLANE IS NOT CRITICAL AS NO

BE READILY REPLACED WITHOUT MODIFICATION TO THE PLANE.

THE BLADE CAN
THE WEDGE

IS SIMPLE AND COULD BE MADE WITH A WHITTLING KNIFE.
THE FIRST WOODEN PIECE HAS AN INTERESTING SHAPE.

THE TOP OF

THIS PIECE FITS OVER THE FRONT OF THE PLANE AND HANGS FREELY IN

PLACE WHEN LOOSENED.

IT DOES NOT HAVE A CRITICAL POSITION OTHER

THAN BEING IN LINE WITH THE BLADE DURING ASSEMBLY.

THE SHAPE ALSO

PRECLUDES OR RESTRICTS THE WHOLE ASSEMBLY FROM BEING DRIVEN INTO
THE CENTER OF THE PLANE.

THIS PIECE SERVES AS A FIXED SURFACE TO

ACCOMMODATE THE WEDGE WHEN IT IS BEING SET.
FROM THE PICTURE IT IS EVIDENT THAT THE IRON AND WEDGE HAVE
BOTH RECEIVED THEIR SHARE OF HAMMER BLOWS DURING THE PROCESS OF
SETTING AND REMOVING THE IRON.
WITHOUT TOO MUCH IMAGINATION THIS OPEN TRIANGULAR PLANE DESIGN
COULD BE ADAPTED TO OTHER PLANE TYPES.
TO BE NO PROBLEM.
o

EVOLUTION.

HOLLOWS AND ROUNDS APPEAR

A SMALL SMOOTHING PLANE WOULD ALSO BE A NATURAL

BY MODIFYING TOE SOLE A JACK PLANE DESIGN COULD BE

IMAGINED OR WHAT ABOUT A TONGUE AND GROOVE ADAPTION?
WHEN ONE SEES A DESIGN SUCH AS THIS IT IS A CURIOUS FACT THAT
THE DESIGN HASN'T SPREAD OR BEEN ADOPTED IN OTHER AREAS.

THIS

PARTICULAR AREA OF THE WORLD IS SOMEWHAT ISOLATED AND NEW MECHANICAL
IDEAS WOULD TRAVEL SLOWLY. I HAVE NEVER NOTED THIS SHAPE IN ANY OF
THE EARLY ASIAN, ROMAN OR EUROPEAN ART OR TOMBSTONE RELIEFS SO IT
IS DIFFICULT TO ASSUME ITS ANTIQUITY.

SINCE IRON ALWAYS WAS AT A

PREMIUM WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED AS A PLANE IT WOULD MOST LIKELY BE
RECYCLED THROUGH THE BLACKSMITH.

CONSIDERING ALL FACETS OF OLD,

NEW, AND DIFFERENT STYLES IT IS STILL AN EXTREMELY INTERESTING
DESIGN AND ONE WORTH RECORDING.

_,OPEN TR/ANGOLA R
PLANE
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BAROQUE DUTCH PLANES
AN HYPOTHESIS
by P.D.
The place of the ornate,baroque 17th, 18th, and early 19th Century
Dutch long bench planes in the evolutionary development which produced
the common Anglo-American style of the last three quarters of the 19th
Century is not understood. Whether the Dutch planes were influences leading
to the design of the vastly simpler but basically similar English lack,planes,
fore planes, try planes, and jointers of the 18th Century, whether they
were a parallel development stemming from a common ancestor or whether
they represented merely a decorative enhancement of an English design are
questions to which no convincing answers have been given.
Some background is useful. W.L. Goodman reports that the earliest
representation of a carved and ornamented Dutch try plane recognized at
the time of the writing of his History of Woodworking Tools was in a picture of the Flight into Egypt, dated 1629, and once owned by the Haarlem
Carpenters' Guild. This plane lacks some of the decorative elements of
later Dutch long planes but is clearly in the same tradition. There are
two long planes illustrated in the title page of the Wierix Infantia
(before 1617) which may be of the same style but the details are Indistinct.
Perhaps the earliest picture known of an English long bench plane is
part of the Trade card of John Jennion. The card presumably dates some time
between 1732 and 1757. The three bench planes shown all have three features
in common with the ornamented Dutch variety and I believe these features
are to be considered significant when attempting to answer the questions
posed in the first paragraph. The features are:
an offset tote
an ornamental element at the front of the tote
a stock, square in section but tapering upward toward the
mid-section from both heel and toe ends
The characteristics of the long Dutch bench plane are these:
. a stock of rectangular section tapering upward toward the midsection from both heel and toe
a handle rising out of the top of the stock in front of the throat.
This handle is set in a mortise in the top of the stock and retained by a peg running laterally into the stock from the left.
a rear handle or tote (Dutch word, toot) of baroque shape with
ornate carvings both on its sides and top surface. This tote is
offset to the right and mortised into the stock. It is retained
either by a dovetail or by wooden pegs running laterally into the
stock.
the handgrip of the elaborate tote, is preceded by a series of gingerbread elements descending toward the bed of the iron and scrollsawed, with the handgrip, from a single piece of wood.
carvings around the front of the throat, on the wedge and, in at
least one case, on the rear upper surface of the stock.
a pair of scribed lines on either side of the long, upper arrises
of the stock.
Recently I have seen two planes apparently of Dutch make which seem to
represent two stages in the development of the long Dutch bench plane. Although solid evidence relating to their dates is absent I believe they
follow the ornate examples just described.
The first, which belongs to member Jack Gorlin, is a fore plane approximately twenty English inches in length (1/8".hort). It has no front
handle and no carving. It does, however, have the same taper, up from
toe to midsection and down to the heel, as the baroque planes. The tote
is offset to the right and is mortised and double-pegged in place. In

profile, the tote is a degenerate copy of the baroque tote
ornamental carving. In the area before the throat where the witnout
baroque plane
has an elaborate carving and often a date this plane has only the
tiniest
vestige of ornamentation formed by a shallow rabbet extending across the
top edge of the front wall of the throat. There is no conceivable useful
purpose for the small detail and the only satisfactory explanation for its
existence is that the planemaker felt the need to put something in a place
once occupied by an extravagant decorative element. The only other decoration is a pair of lines scribed on either aide of the long, upper arrises
of the stock.
The bed for the iron (missing, as is the original wedge) has been
notched for the head of the screw which retains a cap iron in place on
the cutter. The crude quality of the escavation for the screw head and the
fact that it was necessary to cut into the leading edge of the tote suggests
strongly that this was not done at the time of manufacture and that the
plane was originally equipped with a single iron. Since 19th Century
fore planes seem to have been almost without exception equipped with double
irons, this detail suggests that the plane is of 18th Century make. The
inference to be drawn is that it represents the discarding by Dutch planemakers of their florid model for one more practical, less costly and easier
to produce.
The second plane' I acquired recently from Arnold & Walker. It was
illustrated in their catalog #5 along with a number of other Dutch tools.
It is a jack plane, 16% English inches long and is equipped with a single
iron. It has the following features:
a stock, rectangular in section with a rising taper from heel and
toe.
an offset, pegged tote
a continuation of the handgrip extending forward above the surface
of the stock in a long ogee line and capable of interpretation as
a vestigal remnant of a traditional ornamentation.
a pair of lines scribed on either side of the long, upper arrises
of the stock.
I would like to offer a hypothesis which, if further support can be
found, may provide an explanation to the development of the English and
American style of bench plane made in the 18th and 19th Centuries.
In the Netherlands at some time perhaps as early as the 16th Century
a long bench plane appeared which featured a tote having an upright rear
handgrip shaped to the palm and to the left of the stock to permit its easy
fastening with a dovetail or pegs. This hand grip was part of a highly
ornamental unit which included elements having no utilitarian purpose,or
it evolved into such a unit. The plane, except for its upright rear handgrip, differed only in detail from other long European bench planes. At
some point in time, perhaps from the beginning, it began to be customary to
decorate this plane with carvings featuring stylized elements and devices
of rosettes, spirals, textured, bordered surfaces, dates and other fancies.
The plane, if not originally the product of specialist planemakers, was
soon adopted by them and was offered over a period of two hundred or more
years. Toward the end of the period in which the plane flourished the nonessential, purely decorative elements began to be dropped. This may have
been the result of mere changes in fashion but was probably rooted in economics and a rising living standard which demanded from the planemaker
increased production per hour invested.
I suggest that early in its existence the style was carried to England
perhaps in the form of exported planes but more likely in the hands of Dutch
immigrant workmen. As late as Jennion's time, English planes display fea.

tures that seem to be direct decendants of the original Dutch
model. Tne
upright rear handgrip; the closed tote, offset and pegged
in place; the
vestigal, decorative element at the front of the tote; and the
tapering
of the top line of the stock upward toward the mid-section
from toe and
heel seem, except for the last item, exclusively Dutch.
French planes of
the 17th Century share the rise toward the mid-section. The feature may
be an inheritance from a common European ancestor, may have come
to France
from the Netherlands, or vice versa.
It is quite possible that the simplification of the ornate Dutch design
actually occurred in England and travelled back across the Channel to the
Netherlands. It is obvious that Dutch bench planes, other European bench
planes, and English bench planes began to resemble each other more and more
as the wooden plane neared its virtual demise during the 19th Century.
It is also obvious that, if the dates found on them are to be believed, the
ornate Dutch long planes continued to be produced until at least the first
decade of the 19th Century, long after the simplified version was adopted
in England and carried from there to North America. If simpler Dutch
bench planes also existed in the 18th Century, however, the question as to
who first simplified is not answered. It is quite possible to imagine that
the ornate form of Dutch plane lasted so long because it was a "top of the
line" article which existed side by side with less attractive, more utili.

tarian designs. Greater knowledge of the range of Dutch plane models during
the 17th and 18th Centuries is necessary to satisfactorily answer the question.
The hypothesis offered permits an interpretation of the evolution of a
style, the main characteristic of which is an upright, palm-fitted, rear
hand grip. Available evidence points to the Dutch as the introducers of •
the style, the English as its probable refiners. Even if this postulation
is accepted, a number of questions remain. One is the source of the "open"
jack plane handle and the period of its introduction. Another is the
nationality of the first maker to move the long bench plane tote from its
offset, right side position to the center of the stock. It was probably
an Englishman but the lack of early dated examples or documentary evidence
suggests that it could have been an American.
It is hoped that B-ARS readers will either shoot the long bench plane
hypothesis to pieces or will contribute evidence or interpretations to
support it. Our final style of long wooden bench plane evolved through
visible changes and refinements. If the evolution did not occur in the
order suggested, how did it occur?

Tracing of the tote of the Gorlin fore plane. The bottom line represents the top line of the
plane stock. The tote is actually at least 3/4" deeper, the distance to which it enters the
stock. Compare with Goodman, History of Woodworking Tools, pp 71, 74, 75 and with Old Salem
plane B-ABS II -3

the YANKEE plow?
by bob Graham

ts3

Is there such a thing as a "Yankee plow"? Does it matter"? The
application of this term might refer to perhaps nothing more distinctive
than an adjustable plow plane with thumbscrews to Lock the adjustment
of the fence and arms--at first thought, a not very remarkable alternative to keys and a cheaper set:it:ion than screw arms. Even if this were
so, it may be possible to show that this use of thumbscrews is a characteristic technological detail unique to New England; on the other hand, it
may very well have further reaching implications and significance.
Figure (I) illustrates two very basic, no-frills plows of the same
nineteenth century period. The example made in New York is typical of
both English made plows of the period and of the American product made
outside of New England. It is contrasted in all dimeimions with a
Connecticut made plow which is what is refered to here as the Yankee
pattern. Of course, both of these plows are basically of English design
as opposed to the continental European pattern; however, the Connecticut
plow is different in Iwo non-separable respects; (a) it uses thumbscrews
which were neither used in this manner in Enoland nor in America outside
of New England, (b)it is longer--it must be longer to accomodate the
rear thumbscrew. The correct chronological order of these two points is
perhaps important but uncertain.
The simpler plow illustrated in figure (2) is unusual in that it is
not only fitted with thumbscrews, but it is also provided with mortises
to accept keys. It is not unique; another example by this same colonial
planumaker and endowed with this same duality has been reported to the
Society. A third example which has been reported has only thumbscrews.
Assuming that during any particular period of his working years the maker
would have subscribed to either one method or the other, we would further
assume that at some time or other aftertheirmanufacture two of these
examples were altered--or modernized. Questions:
(1) There is precedent (Moxon) for keys (wedges) being the earlier
method. If these two altered plows started with keys, does
their conversion mark the point of introduction of an Americao
innovation? Was this maker the innovator?
(2) Regardless of the above, the planes are longer than English
plows of the period. This fact would have given the American
planemaker at least the opportunity to experiment with thumbscrews and to convert previously made products. Were New England
plows always longer? Why?
(3) Planes of England and of the colonies obviously developed from
common roots, but the product of New England planemakers of
the eighteenth century display a primitive rusticity when
compared to their English counterparts. Uo these roots and some
conventions predate the specialized trade of planemaking?
(4) Other similar applications of thumbscrews are found on New
England made adjustable sash planes, marking gauges, wooden
braces. Are any of these applications regionally unique?
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BOXED INITIALS
A Possible Significance
by
Elliot Sayward
Every plane collector has observed planes marked with initials rather
than full names stamped on their fore ends. The planes which bear these
initials usually display the characteristics of early manufacture. The
borders similar to those often found around planeinitials are edged by
makers' names, and they are often, though not always, the only professional.
type mark found on the planes on which they appear. These marks will be
hereinafter called boxed initials.
It is the contention of this article that some of these boxed initials
represent planemakers. Others may represent owners who were professional
wood workers while still other may have been the marks of non-professional
1
users. Unfortunately, no substantial evidence permits the unquestionable
assignment of stamps to any particular group.
There are, however, a number of facts on which an interesting hypothesis
can be constructed.
Several years ago, Paul Kebabian collected three planes in Edgecomb, Me.
One, a one inch round,: bore the label L. Sampson in a rectangular border
struck into its upper fore end. The othergbore the boxed initials L.S as
All.planes were of birch and shared features often found in
illustrated.
None bore other professional appear18th C or very early 19th C planes. .
ing labels. The wedges of all planes had the peculiar relieved finial
associated with planes made in South Eastern New England. The L. Sampson
stamped plane
had struck into its heel the numbers 8/8. While it is not
known that L. Sampson was a maker, the absence of another professional
stamp on his plane implies that he probably was. This suggestion is based
on the fact that the majority of wooden planes have been stamped by either
the maker or dealer and sometimes by both. Although some stampings found
on the upper fore ends of planes may represent owners,expecially when more
than one stamp appears there, it has been amply demonstrated that most names
in this location were commercially applied.
Was there a connection between L S and L Sampson? The agreement of the
initials, the similarity of construction and decorative details, and the fact
that the planes were found in the same place strongly suggests that there
could have been. But an even stronger evidence has come to light. I recently bought a plane which can be traced back to Brimfield flea market. Who
the dealer was who sold it there or where he got it is not known. The plane
is a round which bears the same L S stamp as the Kebabian Edgecomb planes.
It also has on its heel the number 6/8 similar to the 8/8 on the L. Sampson
plane. It would seem to be a member of a series of rounds of which the L.
Sampson plane is also a member. The two planes have similar characteristics
including the wedge. If L. Sampson were a maker then it follows that L.S.
who marked a typical L. Sampson plane is likely to be L. Sampson himself.
Let us consider the possibility that L. Sampson was not a maker but an
owner, either professional or otherwise. While it is conceivable that such
an owner might, over the years, have owned two name stamps, it is likely
that stamp A would have been used exclusively in one period of time and
stamp B would haUe been used exclusively later. Certainly, if the two round
planes, seemingly made in the same shop and bearing size numbers indicating

the same series, were part of a set, they would have both been stamped with
one or the other of the labels but not each with a different one. Round
planes belonging to a single owner are likely to have been acquired as a
set.
Of course, if the two planes are not part of a set but are from similar
sets made by a maker over a fairly long interval,then
they are not likely
to have been owned by the same man. On the other hand, a maker could have
stamped his early output with stamp A and his later output with stamp B.
Or if the planes were made by workmen in the maker's shop, one could have
used stamp A and other stamp B.
Is it credible that a maker might only Use his initials to identify
his output? I think we are always in danger of trying to interpret the conventions of the past in terms of their meaning in the present. Perhaps we
see the plane maker's name stamped on the fore end of his product in the
same way that we see Campbell's label on a can of soup. Campbell has spent
a great deal to create product identification. They want the consumer to
recognize their label and to equate it with all things which are desirable
about soup. The motive of the Greenfield Tool Company may have been similar
when they labelled their planes. I wonder, however, if the planemaker who
began the convention of name stamping planes really had a similar purpose.
Perhaps his label was more akin to the touch mark of the earlier pewterer
who seldom stamped his name but comonly employed a mark containing initials
and symbols and was certainly not attempting to create a special recognition
in the mind of the potential consumer.
Professional planemaking in the Netherlands apparently began very early.
Whether or not Netherlands makers began the convention of marking the fore
ends of planes by striking them with metal stamps is not known but,they were 7
certainly early users of the convention. It is notable that these makers
stamped with initials and not full names, both on the earliest examples
known and also on planes made during the 19th Century.
It is not suggested that Americans stamped their planes with initials
because of any direct influence from the Netherlands. What should be considered is that in early times there was apparently nothing inconsistent
with sound practice about an L. Sampson using L S as his mark. It seems
doubtful that in those days the marks were seen as either a means of advertising or as a product identification on the storekeeper's shelf. That there
must have been early glimerings of commercial silnificance in the practice
seems likely in view of the evolution of the convention. It is a fact that
by the latter half of the 18th Century some makers were not only producing
large quantities of planes but were using stamps which included a full surname and often an address. This implies that the stamping was intended to
carry a message to someone, dealer, consumer or both. Further it is known
that merchants were adding their own stamps to those of the maker in the
same period, an obvious evidence of commercial significance.
The implication is that at some time, probably in the
transition began to occur in which the meaning of the fore
from a symbol signi4ying responsibility, for the product to
the maker's,, or dealer's, business. Certainly this meaning
simultaniously by all makers nor was it a matter of abrupt

18th century, a
end stamp changed
a label promoting
was not adopted
change.

Even if we accept some or all of the foregoing as reasonable assertions
it is still possible to argue that L. Sampson and therefore L.S. was merely'
an owner and not a maker at all. Are there any other indications that he
was in the business of making planes?
failed to notice
No one seriously interested in rhykenology can have
If
grandsons
and
sons
along
to
trade
their
passed
that planemakers often
we were to find other Sampsons in the planemaking business it might imply
that L. Sampson was possibly a planemaker's relative and thus likely to have
been brought up in the family business or to have brought up his own offspring in the business. This would be pure conjecture , of course, but
Sampson is not a common name and its occurence among planemakers would certainly be a starting place for a further investigation.

2" wide
Skew Rabbet Plane

As it happens there are two Sampsons who are known to have been planemakers. The first is George Sampson who worked inLondon. W.L.Goodman assigns
him the dates 1750-17707. Did one of his relatives emigrate to the colonies?
The second planemaking Sampson was Abel Sampson who worked in Portland, Maine,
-1827 - 1837 -. Sampson is listed in directories as both a joiner and a
toolmaker. While there is no specific mention of planes, the fact that
he was a woodworker and that other known planemakers were fairly commonly
called toolmakers in directories leaves little room for doubt that he made
planes. Was he a younger connection of L. Sampson?

BRASS
Do not believe
to be original

To find the planes of L. Sampson in Maine and to find a maker of his
surname in the same state is hardly indicative of a relationship, but it is
provocative.
It is important to note that Barton McGuire owns seven planes which were
acquired in one purchase in Maryland and which all bear the boxed initials J.R.
The marks appear on planes by:
J.T. Brown (2? - one has incomplete stamp)
Baltimore Md. maker
(1) a Philadelphia , Pa. maker
W.Martin
D.Beiss
(2), a Lancaster, Pa maker
No Name
(1)
H. Chapin/Union Factory (1) a Hartford,Conn. maker.
It should be realized that except for the Chapin and the unmarked plane the
group came from three cities in a region of fairly small compass. Commerce
among them was frequent.
Further, Herman Chapin had a brother Phillip who
worked as a planemaker in Baltimore and who may well have distributed the Connecticut Chapin's product in that area. The obvious implication of this hoard is
that the planes originally belonged to an owner who lived somewhere in the triangle formed by the three cities. J.R. may well have been a professional woodworker but he was surely not a planemaker. Neither was L_ a planemakers subcontractor or journeyman unless he was extraordinarily mobile.

BRASS
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Garland Rainey

Beveling plane
patented by M.J. Wheeler,
H.W. Pierce, G.W.Rogers and
and M.B.Tidey, Dundee, N.Y.
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IMP
TRANSITIONAL AND YETALLIC FL. E INFORMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

I hope I can live up to the introduction given
by S.W.N. in the last issue. There are many members
who are far more qualified than me for the task. It
just boils down to the fact that I never learned what
the initials D.V.F.A. meant (Don't Volunteer For Anything). I thought it was a planemaker.
I will do my best.

The early Stanley "Imp" Trademark is borrowed, with all due respect to the artist, E.A.
Johnson, for this section of B.A.R.S. It symbolizes the speed by which the iron plane overtook
its wooden counterpart during the last quarter of
the nineteenth century. Whether for the good or
not, it was a fact.

The following information is the kind of SCOOD
that every cub reporter dreams of, especially for his
first article.
9111 Hilton has commiled and just
published a chronological listing of all known
SPCKESHAVE AND PLANE P.TE S issued in the U. S. A. '
between 1o12 and 1210. Included is information on
ordering the patent drawing, and specifications from
the Patent Office. It contains 46 pages and is
priced at only SIA.00 post paid. It is available
from the author, William 9. Hilton, 122 Bickford
Street, Lynn, Mass. 019014.
This is a bonanza for all plane collectors
and will advance plane researeh by 10 years. R.S.

Perhaps some members were confused when, in
the last issue, they saw two different patents
offered in regards to the Standard Rule Co. plane.
By coincidence two patents were issued on
the same day. This is not really unusual, just
caused by the typical backlog on a desk until some
authority approved a pile of patents. At any rate
it has been observed that all wood-bottom and iron
planes manufactured by the Standard Rule Co.
feature the Rust patent. See drawings on this
page.
This happened in at least one other ink.
stance. Again, Solon Rust is involved. He was
issued pat. #413,329 (small iron block plane) on
Oct. 22, 1689, the same day that the Mosher plane
patent was issued. (Mosher patent discussed elsewhere in this section.)
Both patents were assigned to the Birmingham Plane Co.
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Jim Rogers of California inquires about
the differences in configuration of Phillips'
patented planes. The complete puzzle may never
be solved but the following may help.
Russell Phillips of Gardner, Maine was
issued patent #61,248 for a plow plane on Aug.
13, 1867. The plane is usually found in the configuration of (Style A) Illustration 1. They were
usually painted black, but occasionally red and
gold pinstriping had been added. Stamping on the
runner is as Illus. 2.
Other Phillips planes in the configuration
of (Style B) Illus. 3 have turnEd up. Those observed are painted black with red and gold highlights. Specimens with minor variations of the
frame.and fence have been observed: Stamping on
the runner is as Illus. 4.
Some planes of Style A have been observed
with the stamp C.C. HARLO4-:11ER.. BRIDGEWATER,
MASS. (WP/NCA p. 70);and to-4dd further to the C"Wusirriralites of both configurations are
found with no marks at all.

checkered rubber handles or the "new" enameled wood..
handles. Planes offered with the wood handle were
each 25¢ more than the others.
Bob Kaune of Washington has an unusual woodfilled, steel-cased rabbet plane, nearly identical
to the early Stanley #80. However, instead of the
bolt through the heel to hold the blade (Schema,
pg. 102), it has a hinged type brass cap with a
brass holding screw.
It is Bob's opinion that this is an early
version of the #80. This is reasonable since it
does have the same imprinted patent date-- Oct.5,
1875. This was patent #168,431 issued to J. H.
Traut and H. Richards and it regards to the steel
casing only. A blade-holding mechanism is not
shown nor discussed.
Any information regarding similar specimens
is welcome.

PMILL:PS PLOUGH PLANE
PAT. AUG. 13. 1347

TRADE
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BA55CN & ;EPPL,LER
7 DCANIE 57 BOSTON.

illus. 2

illus.
illus. 3
Charles Babson and J. L. Repplier were
listed as coal dealers in the 1871 Boston Directory. Planes were added to this listing in 1572
& 1973. (William Hilton notes)
Like most inventors, Phillips didn't have
any capital and had to rely on entrepreneurs such
as Babson & Repplier. This relationship didn't
work out and Phillips found backing by the Boston
Tool Co. listed in the 187h & 1875 Boston Directory.
This relationship evidently didn't last
too long either. Matthias Mayo came along to pick
up the pieces, because his patented plow #167,772
was issued on Sept. lh, 1875 in which he states,
"is an improvement of the Phillips' Pat." This is
the "3C6S" plane discussed in BARS Vol. 1 #3.
The Mayo plane is basic3ITR the configuration of illus. 3, axcept it is identified with the
letters M A Y 0 (one letter each on 4 brass adjustmeit screws), 'THE 2C6S" is cast into the frame',
and the planes are usnally painted a bronze color.
Stamping on the runner is as Illus. 5.
This plane received a favorable report at
the 1876 Philadelphia Exhibition but was probably
not manufactured later than 1879. In that year
Mayo and others received Pat. #216,624 on June
17, 1879 "'a device for suspending wings". Thus
his plane interest had diminished probably without his "thanks" to the Miller's Patented Plow
manufactured by S. R. & L. Co.
N : Phillips had two other plane patents, #106,
168 Aug. 30, 1870 and #120, 212 Oct. 24, 1871;
both are complicated adaptations of his first
patent and no actual specimens of these types have
been observed.
The cutters provided with the Phillips'
plane, Style B., are double-ended and stamped
MURPHY. Murphy was probably a manufacturer of
plane irons only.

This reporter has an interesting Stanley #5
iron bench plane. See Photo. It has the general
characteristics of any early Stanley iron plane,
c. 1870-74. It is.pre-lateral and has a hollowed
brass adjustment nut and a hollowed-back lever cap;
thus datina it closer to 1574 since the first
models c. 1870-72 had solid adj. nuts and solid
(filled-in) lever caps. (These and ether early features will be discussed more completely in a future
issue.)
' The important distinguishing feature is the
smaller (-shaped frog that is held by two screws
to a verticle rib cast between the sides of the '
plane. There is an inclined rest cast on each aide
near the mouth to support the lower part of the:
blade.
Another member has a #4 of this configuration.
Thus, because of these two known specimens and the
fact that Bailey'later used this feature on his iron
Victor planes manufactured in Hartford, Ct., c. 1874IlIZE-Ze can assure that this plane was a model developed by Bailey during his arrociation with S. R. & L.
Co., c; 1870-74.
It was probably an experimental model issued
on a small scale in the popular #4 & 5 only. Obviously it didn't prove successful and was shortly discontinued.
It will be interesting to know if there are
specimens in other sizes. If so, a follow-up report
will be made. R.K:S.

Floyd Locher of California has a #2 size
iron plane with ECZIPSE marked on the cutter. He
has observed these planes with a Montgomery-Ward
decal on the handle. The characteristics of the
plant are similar to the late Stanley-Defiance
line. This indicates that they were probably made
by Stanley and distributed by Wards under the
Eclipse name, c. 1940-50.
Floyd also sent along a copy of a page from
the 1898 Orr & Lockett Hardware Co. catalog which
lists Chaplin's iron planes available with
16

William Curtis of New York and several others
have initili7e-a—ar—
mutthe wood-bottomed transitional
plane found with the toe markings B. Plane, Patented
Oct. 22, 1889.
This was patent A13,300, 10/22/1869
issued to George D. Mosher of Birmingham, Conn. (now
Derby) and assigned to the Birmingham Plane Co.
Moeher had other patents issued and assigned to the
Birmingham Plane Co. both before and after the
above patent.
Wood bottom planes mfr. by Union Mfg. Co.
New Britain, Conn, have been observed with the Oct.
22, 1889 patent date stamped on the toe. According
to Roberts in W.P.I.N.G.A., pg. 66, "Union Mfg. Co.
acquired the Derby Plane Co. in 1900" (which would
include this patent).
This would indicate that the
name Birmingham Plane Co. was changed to the Derby
Plane Co. when the city was renamed,circa 1895.
Several transitional and all iron planes have been
observed with the Birmingham Plane Co. marking (on
the blade only). However, none with the mark El=
Plane Co. have surfaced yet.
This has been background material to help
explain the answer to the typical question "What
is the 'B' plane and what relationship does it have
to Bailey?" "B" would stand for Birmingham and
rightfully so. However, it is my opinion that this
was also a suttle way of taking advantage of the
Stanley "Bailey" plane reputation. The tool buyer
(user) of 1890 would think he was purchasing a
Bailey plane. Ironically 87 years later the tool
buyer (collector) thinks he may have a "rare"' Bailey
plane; This is not meant to diminish the collectability of a "B" plane because they are actually
rarer than most Stanley-Bailey planes.
You can see why Derby Plane Co. sold out to
the Union Mfg. Co; in 1900. Who would buy a "D"
plane?
Any information on planes marked Derby Plane
Co. would be appreciated.
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An illustration from an 1867-68
Ithaca, New York Directory showing
establishments of Nathaniel Spaulding,
Planemaker and Treman & Bros.,
Machinist and Foundry. From Seth
Burchard.
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Early Stanley =5 plane. From collection of
Roger Smith.

i

Stanley =80's owned by Bob Kaune. Left:
early, brass lever cap. Right: later, iron bolted
through stock, skew iron.

An unusual laminated plane of beech and
lignum vitae believed to have been made by
a pattern maker. Collection of Bob Seifert.

Early European cabinet maker's plane found
inside walled section of Old Vienna. Loring
McMillen, Curator of the Staten Island
Historical Society believes the plane is of the
15th century. It might be the oldest plane in
the U.S. Collection of Hank Sawin.
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"London" label —collection of Bob Donnelly

"W. Jenks" label —collection of Bob Donnelly

"H. Fogg" label —collection of Bob Donnelly

"D. Fuller" label —collection of Bob Donnelly

